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A TIME FOR

THANKS
A Message from the CEO

In the fall of 2017, the Barnard Pennecon Limited
Partnership (BPLP) team passed a major milestone on the
Muskrat Falls Project, with the completion of the South
dam, along with significant progress on the North dam.
This large and challenging project has showcased some of
the best qualities that our team has to offer – hard work,
integrity and an undeniable spirit to get the job done.
To get an idea of how much work is involved with each
dam, all you have to do is look at their sizes. The South
dam is a rock-filled embankment dam about 250m long
and stands at around 46m. Additionally, once complete,
the North dam will be in excess of 400m long with a
maximum elevation of about 39m, making it one of
the largest roller compact concrete dams in Canada. As
of September 2017, the BPLP team passed one million
person hours - with more to come. Amazing!
The Muskrat Falls Project is one of the largest heavy civil
construction projects in Pennecon’s history and, in fact,
one of the largest projects currently underway in North
America. It offers a unique set of challenges and we
recognize that our crews work day and night, powering
through tight timelines and cold-weather working
conditions.
Projects like these sustain our business and keep us
thriving. So, as we take a moment to recognize this
milestone, I would like to salute each person who
has worked to help us achieve this success. Whether
you are located in an office, at a shop, or a remote
project site - thank you for all of your hard work.

Sincerely,

David Mitchell, P.Eng
CEO, Pennecon Limited
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Photo taken July 2017

PENNECON’S MARINE BASE

BUSTLES WITH ACTIVITY
Pennecon’s Marine Base has been busy for several months
with a variety of projects.
The Paz Navigator arrived carrying 7,350 MT of cement,
which was offloaded over a three day period, trucked to the
warehouse location, and placed into storage to support
Newcrete’s operations.
The Dowden Spirt barge was tied up to load 7 x 170 T
transformers for shipment to Muskrat Falls. The first port call
lasted seven days to allow for loading and sea-fastening prior to
making the journey to Labrador. The Dowden Spirit returned two
weeks later to pick up the last three transformers.

A high-capacity marine seismic vessel, the Ramform Tethys was
anchored in Bay Bulls Harbour for several days before berthage
became available. Our team ensured safe and efficient vessel
operations and logistics for the Ramform Tethys by completing
crew changes and shipping small packages to our Marine Base
using the vessel’s fast rescue craft.
The West Aquarius Drill Rig was anchored in Bay Bulls Harbour
in Spring 2017 and is expected to stay warm stacked until
February 2018 when it will go on hire to British Petroleum (BP).
Pennecon’s Marine Base continues to provide services to owner/
operator Seadrill as it readies the rig for upcoming work.

The Maersk Clipper was transporting risers and other drill
equipment from the West Aquarius Drill Rig over a two week
period with all the risers and some equipment being placed in
storage at Pennecon’s Grand Banks Warehousing.
RAMFORM TETHYS

WEST AQAURIUS DRILL RIG

DOWDEN SPIRT and BEVERLY M
PAZ NAVIGATOR
MAERSK CLIPPER
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Employee Profile
How long have you worked with Pennecon?
I have been at Pennecon for 16 months now.

What’s your technical background / training?
I am a Civil Engineer with a Bachelor of Engineering in Civil
Engineering from Lakehead University, and a Diploma of Technology
in Civil Engineering from the British Columbia Institute of Technology.
I have previous work experience in both the consulting engineering
and construction fields.

What’s your most memorable moment at Pennecon?
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Flying the Ontario East-West Transmission Line route as part of the site
investigation for that estimate.

What do you think is the most important value for
an organization to uphold?
Look after your people. Everything from safety to work-life balance.
As Richard Branson said, “Clients do not come first. Employees come
first. If you take care of your employees, they will take care of
the clients.”

What inspires you?
Anybody who I see as successful. To me, generally speaking, being
successful means you have contributed positively to a happy and
healthy society without compromising your own happiness and health.

Do you have any hobbies?
I like to keep busy and tinker with things such as cars and engines in
general. More recently, I’ve been getting into woodworking. If it’s

too cold in the garage, I’ll come inside, tune up a vintage turntable,
and put on a vinyl record. If I’m not at home, I’m probably outdoors
somewhere partaking in any one of a multitude of different activities,
in summer or winter. Or I may simply be out travelling the world.

If you won the lottery, what would you do?
I’m not sure, as I’ve never considered that to be a remote possibility!
I’d probably first make my mortgage disappear, then invest the rest
while I thought about what to ultimately do with it. I’m sure there
would be a few vehicles, boats, and overseas trips involved, though!

When you were a small child, what did you want to
be when you grew up?
An Engineer – the type that operates trains.

Pennecon Boosts Business Development Capacity
With NEW VICE PRESIDENT POSITION
This past summer, Rod Mercer, formerly Pennecon’s Aggregate and Mineral Resources
Manager, was appointed to the position of Vice President, Business Development.
This is a new position at Pennecon, responsible for identifying potential clients, projects
and business ventures, as well as building and maintaining relationships with current and
potential clients. In this role, Rod will coordinate current business development initiatives with
Pennecon’s management team and look ahead for future major project work.
Since taking on this role, Rod has been working with members of the senior management
team to learn more about each of their respective business operations, goals, and business
development activities. He has been researching upcoming projects and development
opportunities across Canada to facilitate future business relationships.
In particular, Rod is interested in scouting mega-projects that allow us to collaborate across
our diverse group. “What sets Pennecon apart from the competition is our ability to selfperform at every stage of the project; to offer a single point of entry into our clients’ diverse
construction needs,” said Rod. “That’s why I’m particularly interested in major project
opportunities that will allow us to collaborate across the various disciplines in our group.”
“I look forward to creating Pennecon’s own targeted business development strategy in
cooporation with our divisional leaders.”
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PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

Pennecon’s Construction
and Fabrication Team Takes
on Electrical and Mechanical
Installation Work at
Soldiers Pond Substation
Work started in September 2016

Pennecon’s construction and fabrication team is
currently installing all the electrical and mechanical
equipment associated with the Balance of Plant
Project for our client, General Electric (GE) at
Soldier’s Pond, the converter station switchyard and
synchronous condenser facility being constructed to
support the Muskrat Falls Project.

Expected to be complete by June 1, 2018

Project currently

%
46
Complete
Current Number of People (peak will be 150)
Cable Installed (out of 87km)
Piping Installed (out of 2.5km)
Pieces of Equipment Installed (out of 186)

Scope of Work:
• Electrical switch gear
• Cable and cable tray installation
• Mechanical piping systems
• Site services

138
43km
1.5km
148
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PENNECON SUPPORTS

WORKPLACE DIVERSITY THROUGH ENCOURAGING YOUNG
WOMEN TO PURSUE STEM-RELATED CAREERS

The Women in Resource Development Centre (WRDC)’s
Techsploration Program aims to provide young women with
opportunities to explore trades, technical and technology-related
occupations, while creating an awareness about the critical role
of work in their lives. Earlier this year, nine Pennecon employees
volunteered their time to help make Techsploration a success; by
planning and implementing a full day of activities for young grade
9 girls interested in STEM-related careers. Our female
“role models” represented various disciplines from across our
group of companies (e.g., Engineers, Quality Control
Managers, Safety and Disability Managers, Engineering
Technologists, Industrial Electricians and Environmentalists).
Each presented to these young women about their career
paths, educational backgrounds and roles at Pennecon.
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For some extra fun, the girls were taken on tours of our various
worksites, and participated in a safety relay involving team
building activities and health & safety education.
“We want to say a big thank you to the women at Pennecon who
put their time and their hearts into planning this extraordinary
event. It was a huge success with students, teacher coordinators,
WRDC staff, and Role Models from other companies, too,” said
Cheri Butt, Chief Executive Officer at WRDC.
Thank you Susan Fowler, Erin Hickey, Stephanie Maloney, Deidre
Puddister, Cassie Boland, Jillian Butt, Kaitlin Coombs, Megan
Upshall, Shanna O’Keefe, Sherri Barry, Theresa Moore, Laura
Mullowney and Sarah Constantine for your efforts as Role Models
and event coordinators.

HYDRAULIC
SYSTEMS
DESIGNS

TURN-KEY
SOLUTIONS
TO SUPPORT
OIL SPILL
RECOVERY
Our client Atlantic Towing recently asked Pennecon’s Hydraulic
Systems team to design and manufacture new Hydraulic Power
Units for four of their vessels (the MVs Paul A Sacuta, Shrike,
Heron and Griffon), which are currently being used by ExxonMobil
to service the Hebron Oil Field.
The Hydraulic Power Units designed and built by our team will
be used to power the Eastern Canada Response Corporation
equipment for Oil Spill Recovery. As Hydraulic Systems General
Manager Eddy Knox explains, “This is a significant piece of work
because the equipment must support fast response in the case of
an accidental oil spill offshore.”
The project team, led by Brad Turner and Vaughn Power, completed
the design for the Hydraulic Power Unit (HPU) assemblies in-house,
with Phil Lambert completing the detail design.

three diesel dive rental hydraulic power units to ensure that there
was coverage until the new HPU assemblies were complete. And,
Pennecon’s Technical Services team also contributed to the project
by providing the electrical starter panels for the HPU assemblies.
“We are proud to take on an important piece of work like
this, which showcases our strength in turn-key solutions and
challenging scopes of work, and which highlights the breadth and
diversity of our service offering” said Eddy. “I would like to thank
the Hydraulic Services team for their dedication to quality work and
innovative solutions on this job.”

“One of the greatest challenges of this project arose due to the
nature of retrofitting the HPU assemblies to the vessels,” explained
Eddy. “They had to be designed so that they could be disassembled
to fit through vessel doorways, and then re-assembled upon arrival
at their final install location.”
In addition to designing and manufacturing four state-of-the-art
HPUs, our team also completed the installation of the vessels’
tubing and piping systems, which will take the hydraulic power
to the aft deck where the equipment is used. We also mobilized
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This year, we celebrated
Purchasing Coordinator
Wayne Mercer’s 40th anniversary
with Pennecon. He is pictured
here receiving recognition for
this important milestone with
Executive Chairman
Larry Puddister.

Pennecon played host to oil
and gas industry executives
from all over the world at our
Hospitality Suite during this
year’s Newfoundland and
Labrador Oil Industry Association
(NOIA) Confernece. Big thanks
to everyone who contributed to
making this event a success.

PENNECON’S ANNUAL CHARITABLE GOLF TOURNAMENT

The roots of Pennecon’s Annual Memorial Golf Tournament
date back to the year 2000, when the predecessor company to
Pennecon’s current Heavy Civil Division commenced the Southern
Shore Shamrock Classic to raise funds for Mobile Central High
School. Over the past 17 years, we have been extremely successful
with our efforts and the students have benefitted from various
educational and technological advancements because of our
funding. In 2008, we changed the face of the tournament
and renamed it the Bob Rice Memorial Golf Tournament
in honour of our friend and colleague, Bob Rice, who
had passed away earlier that year.

This year, we lost several friends and colleagues near and dear to our
hearts, including Jacob Puddister and Ches Penney. We made a decision
to change the name of the tournament again. The Pennecon Memorial
Golf Tournament honours and celebrates the lives Jake, Ches, Bob, and
all those friends of Pennecon who have gone before us. Our vision is for
this tournament to be a legacy for all employees, colleagues and friends
who have contributed to Pennecon’s success over the years.
Thank you so much to all participants, sponsors and prize
providers for their contributions to the tournament.
Above are a selection of team snaps taken at this year’s
Pennecon Memorial Golf Tournament.

Please forward your suggestions, comments and questions to
Dana Hawco via email to Dana.Hawco@pennecon.com

